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About This Game

Animal Herding is a stressful multitasking game where you require quick thinking and quick reflexes in an attempt to both keep
animals from escaping and put up a new fence to finish the level. The game includes various animals that require different

tactics to herd and keeps the game play fresh and slowly increasing the difficulty.

Story

The story is about a desperate farmer who wakes up and is shocked to see all his fences in ruins. He quickly realizes that there is
no time to be sit around or else all the animals will escape. Along the way his struggles escalate as foxes start hunting his

chickens, hedgehogs complicate herding and cats just creating all kinds of mayhem. And left is also the question "Who or what
has destroyed all the fences?".

Features

A total of 5 different animals including chickens, foxes, hedgehogs, moles and cats. Each animal comes with new
mechanics that you need to handle and a boss version of each animal for that extra hard challenge.

40 story levels telling the story of the unfortunate farmer trying to fix his fences. Fight 5 boss battles trying to stop you
from reaching your goal. Quickly sort deliveries of new animals as there is no time to waste.
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5 chapters full of challenges for those who wants greater challenges and 6 extra hard boss battles to test if you truly are
more boss than them.

See how far you can get in an ever escalating endless mode of herding animals in any of the 3 different variations of
endless herding.
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Please add sandbox mode, 42 days is not enough , iwant the infinity mode please
. meh...gets old quick i want my money back plz.. Got it in a bundle. Has a button to litterally♥♥♥♥♥♥a brick. Blew up a yeti
with a falling box enflamed by mind bullets. Got cards. 100% recomend.. Probably the best rhythm game on steam right now.
Whole lot of songs in the game, and the timing in the game is deceptively difficult. It's easy to get Exacts/perfects, but harder to
maintain cyan exacts with more precise timing. So far, no one on the leaderboards has the theoretical 125% max rate for most
of the songs, which is a good sign, difficulty-wise.

Also, there's a nekopara song in it.. Doesn\u00b4t work.
Copied the ogg-files into the audio folder of a project, where the songs show up, but it can\u00b4t be implemented in the game.
Doesn\u00b4t even show up in the BGM-selection. I tried it four times.. hiveswap has a death <ount of like 21 by now
damm son whered you find this. A very good game, it's a lot of fun to play. It's perfect for speedrunning. Despite it's a parkour
game, it is VERY complex when you want to do the fastest time. Go try it !. Not as fantastic as Sonic Racing Transformed. My
over 1500 hours in Transformed made me excited for more Sonic racing. Although when I saw how the game was going to
function I still wasn't disappointed about the game. I recommend the game regardless of my slight disappointment. It is a
beautiful game that runs like butter on my computer, there is enough variety in the tracks despite the lack of Transforming that
was apparent in Sonic Racing Transformed. I'll still be putting in some time into Team Sonic Racing. If you want the game and
are still not sure, please wait for the game to go on sale before buying it's still rough around the edges.

Hopefully Sumo Digital will still give some more support into Team Sonic Racing because we need a definitive Kart Racing
game since PC is mostly about the FPS' that are on the market, include some cross-play and add some DLC characters and
tracks to keep the game going Sumo, please. Thanks for reading!. What a Classic! Just get it! ITS F*CKING FREE!!! WHAT
DO U MEAN YOU DON'T WANT IT!!!! WHAT THE ACTUAL
F*CKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKKK!............. There are only two buttons in this game. Anything more
would have been too much effort.

Robotex is just not fun to play. You have two things you can do, shoot and thrust your jetpack. Unfortunately, that means you
cannot steer or reasonably control the pack. Navigating obstacles is frustrating and at times you can get into positions that
require you to crash into things a few times. The thrust-to-move mechanic is not very refined, and that sucks as it is the only
mechanic in the game.

I would not say it is as bad as something like Dead Bits, but it is not a great game, and possibly not a playable one.
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I have to say i was going into this free weekend thinking how fast am i going to uninstall this game. Vr is a hard thing to get
without experiencing it and the games are no different. That said i was completely surprised when instead of playing other
games ive been waiting to play i got stuck going through the singleplayer mode and not wanting to stop. This is a good game. I
dismissed it as a Early access trying game . but it wasnt.... But i do wish you could pick up and drop units where you want them
or to move them. Since i havent played much or bought it im going to give a loose reccomend. A sale would help. Also not sure
but it seems pretty long and multiplayers present. This is a good, simple and short game. Nice graphical style, nice sound design.
I played it again recently and noticed that controller support is much improved, so that the entire game is now playable with the
controller.. This is a nostalgia buy. This game's controls are really bad thanks to the jetpack.. The asking price for this is
offensive.. its a good game abit like halo wars i enjoy it loads. 8 outta 8 would no play again mate.. This is by far the best VR
workout game around. It was already a great game in early access, but the final version really managed to make it look and feel
very polished and refined. As a person that has lost 150 pounds over the last few years through diet and exercise, I have tried
every different kind of workout. Most workouts get boring very quickly, but this has managed to hold my interest for a long
time now, and I'm still enjoying it. It's more than worth the cost if you want something interactive to help you burn a ton of
calories while having fun at the same time.. 11\/10 Great game to play with friends! I love the zombie mode.
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